EVERYTHING YOU THOUGHT YOU KNEW
ABOUT RELOCATION IS ABOUT TO CHANGE.
Introducing CoPilot — a new cloud-based platform
for managing employee relocation.
Think about the last

vacation you booked.
If you’re like most

WHAT DOES THAT HAVE TO DO WITH RELOCATION?
QUITE A BIT, ACTUALLY.

Mobility service providers have always operated a lot like travel

people, you booked it

agencies did before online booking came on the scene. And,

it online. And for most

CoPilot is a new, affordable cloud-based solution for managing

yourself, and you did

people, that’s a pretty
good approach.

there hasn’t been an alternative to this approach. Until today.

relocation. We offer a comprehensive platform that empowers
employees to manage their move and access our vetted
partners online, while giving you full visibility and budget control.

With CoPilot, you can:
 Determine what’s needed ahead of

time: CoPilot includes an employee
intake process that can be

instrumental in helping decide what
services to offer each relocating
employee.

 Set your budget and control costs:

With CoPilot’s online cost estimator,
you’ll know the costs before

authorizing a move, so you can

get internal approvals, minimize

exceptions, and not spend a penny
more than necessary.

 Manage expenses and maximize

Best of all, CoPilot is backed by

tax compliance: Track all of

NuCompass Mobility’s decades of

compliance — all while maximizing

leader, and it couldn’t be easier for

your program costs and ensure

experience as a relocation industry

tax benefits.

you to manage.

smoothly: CoPilot empowers

CoPilot : RELOCATING
EXPECTATIONS

on their own schedule within the

or learn more at

 Help your employees relocate
employees to complete a move

Contact us at +1.925.734.3869

defined budget.

NuCompass.com/CoPilot.

 Get information, where and when it’s
needed: Our online platform is easy
to use and available on desktop,
mobile, and tablet devices 24/7.
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